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T
attooing has always flown under the

radar when it comes to outside

interference. Some of the reason for

that has been to do with the total lack of

interest from the mainstream, and certainly

for large periods of time that has suited tattooing. Those are the days

we look back on so fondly with conveniently rose-tinted spectacles.

Those were the days when nobody really made big money or became

intoxicated by the prospect of fame and column inches. But all that has

now changed, and slowly but surely over the last decade or so

tattooing has started to find itself increasingly under the microscope.

In my opinion the single biggest problem has been the total lack of

regulation regarding the sale of home tattoo kits. At this point in time

that is still a problem that nobody wants to address. So for the powers

that be the first place to start is naturally with the already-registered

artists and studios.

The French Government took a fairly hardcore approach, attempting

to ban nearly all colour inks. The result would have been a bureaucratic

headache and the end of tattooing as we recognise it in the country.

The only purpose that would have served is driving things

underground. My personal recommendation was to dunk all tattooists

into a pond; if they floated pull them out and burn them as they were

obviously in collusion with the dark lord. Thankfully someone saw

sense and it remains business as usual across the channel.

The Welsh Assembly is suggesting a slightly more progressive proposal.

Although they have made some suggestions that have not been greeted

with open arms, they are keen to open a dialogue with Welsh artists,

and to keep it open to enable them to reach the best possible

legislation. For once it looks as if it may not be a case of the blind

leading the blind.

At the end of the day government intervention and some sort of

stricter regulations seem to be inevitable. If the people who really love

tattooing are involved with that, and help guide the process then it

could be a safeguard for everybody’s benefit. The key as always is clear

communication. Once tattooing has a legitimate voice that is listened

to, then maybe the problem of cheap unlicensed tattoo supplies can be

looked at….

Until next month...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Instead of giving a politician the keys to the city,

it might be better to change the locks” 
- Doug Larson (1926)

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 

01787 242100
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

BOOK REVIEW
The Mammoth Book of 
‘New’ Tattoo Art
Published by Robinson Books

Author: Lal Hardy

Price: £10.99

Softback 145 pages

This is the third volume in what has become a series of Mammoth books on tattoo art.

It’s edited by Lal Hardy, who personally chooses the artists and collates the images on

behalf of the publisher. After an initial introduction by Lal the remainder of the book is

made up of over 400 pages of tattoos from 70 international stars of tattooing. Each artist

has a portrait and small paragraph of (usually very humorous) text introducing them,

followed by a selection of their tattoos and artwork over four to six pages. The only

problem I had with this book was the inability to put it down! The day it arrived I lost

two hours reading and looking through it. The day I sat down to write the review I did

exactly the same again. As you would expect the standard of the work is very high and

the quality of the production is also very good. If you already own either of the previous

two volumes this one is a must.  And if you don’t, why not exactly?

Custom Loveliness

We love a bit of custom bling at Total Tattoo

Towers, so when we came across Silver

Splendore we thought we should pass on the

love. They make beautiful handcrafted jewellery

out of vintage silver teaspoons and pre 1920

coins (after this point they were longer made of

silver). Each piece is a little object of desire and

you get a note to tell you the history of your

purchase. For more info and a better look head

to facebook.com/silver-splendore
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Anglo Saxon chic

Exclusive to the British Museum, and based on the original Anglo Saxon artefact in the

Museum’s collections, this exquisitely produced reproduction of the iconic Franks Casket

is a real collector's piece and a stand-alone talking point. Available in either neutral, to

closely resemble the original in the Museum, or hand-coloured based on detailed

historical research. This reproduction is exactly the same size as the original, so 23cm

(length) x 19cm (width) x 13cm (height). The neutral version will set you back £295,

whereas the hand painted version weighs in at a somewhat more hefty £795… Ouch!

Fade The Heat
RRP: 10ml £3.99, 50ml £9.99
10 free tubes to give away
There’s no need to limit your choices when covering an old or unwanted tattoo, when
with a couple of hits from a good laser, your options can really open up. It’s an
innovation that has really changed the face of what it means to be a tattooed person.
Unfortunately, much the same as tattooing it’s not a pain free process, and the healing
can be very uncomfortable. Enter ‘Fade the Heat’ brought to you by the good folks at
The Cambridge Clinic who also came up with ‘Fade The Itch’. Easily absorbed and non
greasy, the serum is designed to soothe and cool as well as keep the area hydrated and
moisturised. Anth Osborne, owner of Back to Blank Laser Tattoo Removal in Chester-
le-Street, views the new laser treatment aftercare serum as an essential part of her daily
work. 

We have ten tubes to give away, so if you’re planning on getting zapped, why not give
it a try? The first ten names plucked from the digital sack get the good stuff, so send us
an email to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with your name and address and ‘Fade The
Heat’ as the subject line. Entries must be in by August 7th, terms and conditions apply
(See page 5) Fade the Heat is available direct from www.thecambridgeclinic.co.uk as
well as leading tattoo/laser studios.

Tattoo Artist
Wanted
Point Break Tattoo, Portishead,
Bristol are looking for someone to join
their team. Applicants must have
studio experience, with a strong and
varied portfolio. Great drawing skills
are a must as the majority of their
work is custom designed. Please email
your portfolio and a little about
yourself to
pointbreaktattoo@hotmail.co.uk.

Tanuki Tattoo
Pete Oz, formally of Seven star tattoo in
Bexleyheath has been in touch to announce
the launch of Tanuki Tattoo. 
This represents his new custom studio and
street shop. Along with Pete, you will also
find Chloe, Danny, Ben and Gary offering all
styles of tattooing at 149 Long lane,
Bexleyheath, DA7 5AE. Tel 020 8304 7777
www.tanukitattoo.co.uk
Instagram @tanuki_tattoo

Tanukitattoostudio@gmail.com
If you are in the area, pop in and say hello



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Cool Short on Chris Hatton

http://redeye.co.uk/modified/

Slow Motion Tattoo full HD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpjUi0IyA88

Marked Russian Prison Tattoo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFvm2Nh28Hc

The Nipple Artist

https://vimeo.com/97455126
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BOOK REVIEW
Drawing with Great Needles: 
Ancient Tattoo Traditions of North America
Edited by Aaron Deter-Wolf & Carol Diaz-Granados

Published by University of Texas Press

Price: £40

Every culture on the planet has some kind of distant link to tattooing, so it didn’t come

as too much of a surprise when ‘Drawing with Needles’ appeared on my desk. Addressing

the historical importance of Native American tattoo traditions of North America, it is a

weighty volume and a subject pretty much overlooked until recently. This is the first full

length examination into their antiquity, meanings, and significance, looking at such subjects

as historic portraiture, tattoo tools, gender roles and the meanings that some of the

tattoos held for tribes like the Sioux and other peoples from the American great plains.

This collection of articles will doubtless become a classic, against which all others will be

judged.

At more than 300 pages, this book is very much an academic ethnographic record that

whilst not being pictorially inspiring will appeal to the wordsmiths and history fans

amongst you who take pleasure from delving a little deeper into historical detail.

Studio Relocation
Land Ahoy tattoo parlour has just

reopened in new premises. 

Tattooist Kenny Mitchell, Kyle Smith and

Ross Grant (previously working at

Forevermore) are joined by Fiona

Thomson doing laser removal/lightening

and body piercing. You can find them at 118

Sauchiehall street, Glasgow. Check out

their website at

www.landahoytattoos.co.uk

Total Tattoo
has moved !

This is the new postal address
to send all correspondence to.

Total Tattoo Magazine
111 Furze Road

Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich
NR7 0AU

Thank you for your 
co-operation.
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HALLOWEEN

TATTOO BASH
The dates for this year’s Halloween Tattoo

Bash have been announced. 2014’s event

will be held on the weekend of the

November 8th/9th and take place at

Wolverhampton Race Course.  As ever,

organiser Mac promises an entertaining

weekend so pop it in your diary…

COMPETITION 
TRADITIONAL SHAVING MUG

It’s official. The hobo beardy look is so last year... and so those lovley people at The Vince

Ray Experience have kindly given us three of their hugely popular traditional shaving mug

and brush sets to give away.  Made from quality china with skull and cross bones design on

the side and an old school cobweb on the front, it comes complete with authentic wet

shave brush and soap tablet.

To be in with the chance of winning simply

email us telling us:

Q: Who is the beardiest band 

around. is it?

A.  ZZ Top

B.   One Direction

C. Adele

email your answers

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk

with your name and address 

with ‘whiskers’ as the subject line.

Entries must be in by August 7th, 

terms and conditions apply (see

page 5) 

For the complete range of Vince

Ray goodies check out their

website at

www.thevincerayexperience.com

BOOK REVIEW
Curves
Author: Lisa Delong

Publisher: Wooden Books

Price: £5.99

Paperback: 58 pages

Curves are the tool which allow tattoo artists to

compose designs that truly fit a piece to the body.

Believe it not, tattooing’s not just about luck; the rules

of geometry have to be adhered to. In this fabulous

little publication Lisa Delong introduces you to the

techniques that master craftsmen and designers have

used for years to enable them to create balance and

harmony. At £5.99 this book represents insane value.

LIGHTS, 
CAMERA, 
ACTION!

Expatriate, tattoo collector, filmmaker and

Saskatoon resident, Mark A Allard, has founded

Canada’s first-ever tattoo genre film festival

aptly entitled the Tattoo Arts Film Festival. The

first annual edition of the Festival is set to

take place during the first weekend of April

2015. The Festival is currently open for

submissions from filmmakers from around the

world, so now’s your chance. For more

information, or to submit an entry, visit:

www.filmfreeway.com/festival/TattooArtsFilmF

estival
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W endy Pham is one of those ‘hidden secrets’ that tattoo artists

whisper about when they’re huddled over a late dinner on a Sunday

night, directly after a great convention. With only a few of years of

tattooing under her belt, this amazing artist already produces the most

exquisite work; she specialises in incredibly elegant Japanese images with a

slight Western twist. The combination of great contrast, sharp outlines and

fresh colours let her tattoos literally shine from within. Plus, at the moment

it is actually not that difficult to get an appointment with Wendy, although

it’s hard to imagine that being the case for much longer. For now, you just

need to make your way to Uncle Allan’s Conspiracy Inc in Berlin. I visited

her at the Kreuzberg flat where she lives with her partner Matthew

Gordon, a fellow Australian and a very fine artist in his own right. 

The living room in Wendy and Matthew’s apartment in the trendy art district of Kreuzberg/
Neukölln is almost entirely dedicated to painting. A huge table occupies practically the entire
space, and is crammed with canvases, brushes, colours and lots and lots of sketches. Two
workspaces are reserved for Wendy and Matthew, with the latter busy working on one of his
trademark ‘blue portraits’, while Wendy and I sit down for a chat. 

Wendy’s in a reflective mood about life in Berlin, having moved here from Australia a year ago.
“Back home people are obsessed with amassing property, money counts for everything”, she says,
while she adds the finishing touches to an acrylic painting. “I prefer the Berliner way of doing
things; ‘we’ve got the rent for this month, so let’s take the kids to the park.’ That’s how people
think here. In Australia, they work all day to be able to afford day care. That sort of pressure
doesn’t seem to exist here. Everything’s affordable: rent and food etc.  So this week, for example,
I am just at home, painting.”

Of course, it wasn’t all smooth sailing during the first few months, even though they were given a
warm welcome at Conspiracy Inc. “The grey winter weather and the language barrier was a bit
frustrating at first”, Wendy remembers, “but then summer came around, and the fun started. We
get a lot of inspiration from other artists from all over the world, who are gathering here: there are
illustrators, musicians, painters, photographers who are crossing the boundaries between the arts.
It’s great!”

Text: Travellin’ Mick
Pics: Travellin’ Mick and Wendy Pham
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“I prefer the Berliner
way of doing things:
We’ve got the rent 

for this month, 
so let’s take the kids

to the park”
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Her time in Berlin is just another new chapter
in Wendy’s life, which has been dominated by
tattooing from a comparatively early age. She
dropped out of school to start an
apprenticeship and has been tattooing for
about eight years now. She started young…
Maybe too young. She admits that “I got
stressed out, and started selling shoes! But
after dealing with smelly feet and demanding
customers all day, being treated and paid like a
slave, I quickly realised that tattooing is the
real deal. We have it so good.” 

So how did she get into working in a Japanese
style? Wendy laughs: “so many people have
asked me if it’s because I’m Japanese. My
family is from Vietnam! And I’m not even that
familiar with the culture, as I grew up in
Australia.” Her preference for Japanese art and
tattooing is in fact more or less the result of a
coincidence; years ago she was working at a
convention, next to a Japanese artist. Wendy
really liked his work and he had some spare
time, so he made a start on a sleeve for her.
The tattoo was finished in the artist’s home
town of Yokohama, Japan. The Studio was
Yellow Blaze and the artist was Shige.
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Astonishingly, Wendy had no idea who he was
at that point. It was hardly surprising that she
ended up being pretty much obsessed with his
work. At first she tried to emulate it, but in
time she realised that she needed to find her
own way. Wendy now works with Japanese
themes, but done from a western perspective
with a bit of an ironic, slightly gory twist.
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One of her trademarks is smaller pieces, she rarely executes pieces that take more than one or two
sessions. This is due to the fact that most of her customers are international friends from the scene
- often artists themselves - who are travelling through Berlin and feel like getting some ink from
Wendy. She is realistic about this, and doesn’t really mind, explaining that “I kind of like doing
smaller tattoos. When I started out I did a lot of large pieces, but I was constantly developing over
the year it took to do it. I started to hate the tattoos. Also the lack of commitment of some
customers still puts me off. Right now, I prefer doing smaller pieces. I also love working on other
creative people, they have such great imaginations.” 
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To break the dangerous trap of falling into too
much of a routine, Wendy has taken to
spending a lot of time painting. She loves the
artistic freedom that acrylics and watercolour
give her: “You never get to be totally selfish
when you tattoo. Sometimes I want to use this
colour… Try that design. When I paint I can
let loose and get away from the strict rules of
tattooing. With tattooing you have a massive
responsibility, I have always felt that, but if a
painting doesn’t look good, it doesn’t matter in
the same way.”
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Nowadays, her face to face contact with other
tattooists is mainly limited to whoever comes to
visit Conspiracy Inc. She has also realised that
Berlin, despite being a cornucopia of inspiration, is
actually quite a tough market place, with hundreds
of shops and thousands of tattooists vying for
business. Wendy is busy enough, but she and
Matthew Gordon don’t have those extensive
waiting list other artists of their skills and
imagination have accumulated. So, if you fancy a
bit of ‘tweaked Japanese’ ink, now is definitely the
time to head to Berlin and get tattooed by her,
before it’s too late and the cat’s out of the bag.

See more of Wendy’s work at
http://wendyphamart.tumblr.com/
Also, her first book, ‘Kingdom of Wenramen’ is
now available. It’s a collection of 20 detachable
prints that revolve around Ramen: one of Japan’s
classic noodle dishes. It can be ordered through
clandestinerepublic.com 
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TAIWAN
TATTOO CONVENTION

Words and pictures: Travellin’ Mick

1. show venue historic banana pier

2. by endless tattoo (taiwan)

3. street sculpture

4. by endless tattoo (taiwan)

5. by horiei shinshu (japan)

T
he quality of tattooing in Taiwan has now reached an

extremely high level: a fact which still largely goes

unnoticed by the rest of the world. The highlight of the

year for many Taiwanese tattoo fans is the impressive

Kaohsiung convention. This year saw thousands gathering once

again to be part of this huge and meticulously organised event. 

A-Tai of Top Tattoo in Kaohsiung has done it again: The aisles of the large hall are packed with

colourful punters, who are being serenaded by the hypnotic buzz of tattoo machines. The

location, only a few decades ago, served as a banana pier, where the entire banana harvest of

Taiwan was loaded onto ships and transported to the rest of the world. But there’s little sign of

that these days, and certainly this weekend this place is entirely dedicated to tattooing.

Taiwan is one of the Asian Tiger nations. It has become a highly developed country thanks to its

thriving economy, and now it also boasts some serious tattoo talent in all its respective genres. 

In the cities along the Taiwanese west coast, like Kaohsiung, Taichung, Tainan and the capital Taipei,

tattoo studios have sprouted like wild mushrooms and brought about a thriving scene with

hundreds of ambitious and highly talented tattoo artists working within them. 

From its earliest beginnings in the nineties, pioneers like Andy Shou of Fright Tattoo have not just

copied the immensely popular Japanese designs, but started to create their own unique identity.

The infinite world of Chinese myths and legends has brought forward a cornucopia of tattoo

motifs and many Taiwanese love to have a piece of their own culture tattooed into their skin. The

results are proudly presented at the Koahsiung convention each year.

2.

1.

3. 4.

5.
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6. 7. 8.

9.

10. 11.

12.
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On Saturday afternoon each booth has a row of clients parading in front of it, often just clad in a

thong to enable an unimpeded view. It is an honour for each client to represent his or her

master at the contest, and being awarded one of the trophies is a matter of pride, bringing glory

to the respective tattoo family. 

This year, A-Tai and his team were particularly keen on having some of the artists at the show

who have shaped the face of Taiwanese tattooing. Jess Yen of My Tattoo, who was born in Taiwan,

but now lives and works in California, was a special guest, as was Tommy Lee Wendtner: an

Austrian resident of Germany, who spent several years in Taiwan about a decade ago. His

trademark horror black-and-grey style has left its mark on Taiwanese tattooing and can be easily

seen at the Kaohsiung event. 

The relations between Taiwan and Japan, despite the painful history of a 50-year occupation

before WWII, is excellent. There is now a close connection between the two island nations, on a

political, economic and cultural level. Therefore, several artists from Nippon, among them Horiei

Shinshu and Horigen felt honored to be invited. From Europe, Marco Galdo was in attendance. A

regular guest artist at the world-famous East Tattoo, the Italian represents his studio Trafficante

d’Arte and provides several of his clients with his beautful dotwork compositions.

The Taiwan show is fantastic and no journey would feel too far to attend a tattoo convention of

this quality. Every genre of tattooing is represented and once again it has been a massively

enjoyable experience. Next year’s dates have already been announced: April the 15th -17th 2015,

when once again Kaohsiung will play host to the tattoo world!

13.

14. 15.

16. 17.

18.

6. by chen wei zuo, diao zuo tattoo

7. marco galdo, trafficanti d‘arte (italy)

8. by a-hein weng (taiwan)

9. by horiei shinshu (japan)

10.organiser a-tai (left) with honorable 

guests jess yen and lion king (right)

11.by horihui (taiwan)

12.by chen wei zuo, diao zuo tattoo

13.endless tattoo

14.by paul, showhand tattoo

15.best bodysuit contest

16.by yang, east tatto (taiwan)

17.by wu hung ching, top tattoo

18.traditional modern taiwan buildings
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Travel Guide Taiwan and Kaohsiung

Kaohsiung is one of the biggest cities of the

Republic of China and can be easily reached

(although a visa is required for most western

nationalities) via the capital Taipei by fast train,

with a journey time of about 90 minutes, or

directly, connecting in Hong Kong with Cathay

Pacific Airlines. The City Suites Hotel is

located about one kilometre from the

convention and offers great style and comfort

at affordable prices. In general,

accommodation is inexpensive across the city,

as is food and drink. A visit to one of the night

markets is highly recommended. The Liuhe

food market in particular, is a treat and in

close proximity to the East Tattoo studio. Taxis

can be flagged down in the street and are

cheap. Many younger people speak English, and

with the Taiwanese being such a hospitable

bunch, it is easy to find company for a great

night out.  

Taoism and Chinese Tattoo Designs: 

Roughly a third of Taiwan’s population follow

the Taoism school of philosophy. Its roots go

back almost 5000 years to the first mythical

emperors and to the writings of the

philosopher and poet Laozi. Together with

Confucianism, its teachings have become an

integral part of the Chinese soul. It has a

almost inexhaustible supply of gods,

demigods, mythical beasts, warriors and

demons which supply what seems like

endlesss inspiration for ink. Kaohsiung itself

is one of the main centres of Taosim in

Taiwan, and many temples, shrines and

statues can be explored around Lotus Pond

in the centre of the city. It is dominated by

Yuandi Temple, which houses the gigantic

depiction of the Supreme Lord of the Dark

Skies. It’s hard to imagine a better place for

any tattoo artist with an interest in far-

eastern mythology to visit.

19.

20.
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21. 22.

23.

24.

19.by diau tai, demonhead tattoo (taiwan)

20.by a-ching, funtian tattoo (taiwan)

21.by lee, level tattoo, (taiwan)

22.by imperial sky tattoo (taiwan) 

23.by shih yung chen, brave tattoo

24.by jeff gogué, off the map tattoo (usa)
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25. 26.

27. 28.

25.by jeng-shiung jang, diaozuo tattoo (taiwan)

26.by shih duo duo, wen hua tattoo (taiwan)

27.by shih jia huang, mayin tattoo (taiwan) 

28.by buzz, area 51 tattoo (taiwan)
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I think I’m still trying to figure that one out
right now lol. I definitely know that I am a
very free person...not too reserved. I’m crazy,
I’m artistic in every sense of the word:
magical, loving, obsessive...too many things I
think. I may make mistakes in life, but if there
is one thing I’ve learnt, it’s that I’m human,
and I’ll never be perfect, although I will
continue to strive for perfection!

What age did you get your first tattoo? 
I was 14… I don’t recommend that to
everyone, but it was one of those crazy, toxic
love experiences...hahaha...a new age Romeo
and Juliet style.

What inspired you to become a tattoo
artist? 
I have always painted and drawn. I’ve wanted
to become a tattoo artist since I was 11. I used
to trace all of the flash in the magazines way
back then.

Did you go to art school for drawing?  
I didn’t then, but I’m considering it. I’ve
always drawn, and I’ve picked up my skills
from different artists I admire. I never copy
them...just learn from them! There are so many
artists out there that are amazing.

Tell us about your journey into tattooing? 
I started close to ten years ago, and
apprenticed under a wonderful man named
Lou Bone, who unfortunately is no longer with
us. The shop was called Art To The Bone, in
Sherman Oaks, California. It was a lot of
fun...maybe a little too much fun! Let’s just
say we always knew how to have a good time.
Work hard, party harder! It’s has definitely
been a fun and interesting journey.

As an artist what defines you? 
Freedom, love, happiness, pain, craziness. I
just want just to enjoy life and try to take in
every moment, to notice my every
surrounding, so that these will always inspire
me.

Do you feel it’s been harder for you, being a
female artist within a predominantly male
dominated industry? 
I don’t think it’s hard at all. Maybe it was back
in the day, but now there are so many fantastic

female artists that it’s no
longer an issue. We

should all come
together and
inspire each
other.

This m onth’s cover m odel has a lust for life, and
m ore than a few irons in the fire. H er creative
curiosity is switched to 11 m ost of the tim e, and she

feels that inspiration is only ever a blink away. She is a
tattooist, m odel and an actress which begs the question…
W ho is Rio Lund? 

Interview: Jenna Kraczek
Pictures: Jenna Kraczek and Rio Lund
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How would you define your style of
tattooing? 
I’m really into realism. However, I do think its
fun to try new styles.

Tattooing or modelling: which one do you
love more? 
Oh wow! I’ve been modelling since I was 14,
so it’s really hard to choose...can I say both? 

What does it mean to you, being a female
tattoo model and tattoo artist? 
First of all, I think women are goddesses, so
firstly, I am very proud to be a woman. And
secondly I am extremely stoked to be a female
tattoo artist! There always needs to be a little
femininity in the mix in order to keep the
balance.

Do you have to cover your tattoos, and if so
how do you do that? 
Yes, I do have to cover them...I use Sally
Hansen’s Leg Spray, and that covers my arms
flawlessly, and for my knuckles (which are
currently getting laser work done in order to
get better tattoos) I use this Maybelline under-
eye stuff.

What is the weirdest thing anyone has asked
you to tattoo? 
Oh boy, I’ve been asked to tattoo roses on butt
holes, dragons on penises, some weird
screw/drill bit on a penis with a skull and cross
bones on the head, vaginas and nipples.
Though nipples aren’t so weird. Sometimes
women need them done after reconstructive
surgery.

Would you consider doing a reality TV
show? 
It’s a possibility. Always be open to things in
life, you never know where they may go!

Where can I get a tattoo from you? 
You can visit me at American Ink Tattoo in
Sherman Oaks CA. Same place that used to be
Art To The Bone. 14159 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks CA, 91423. Come by and say
hi!
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Lucy O’Connell, Red Tattoo and Piercing
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU. UK
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LIVERPOOL
TATTOO CONVENTION 2014
T

he Liverpool tattoo convention at the Adelphi hotel has

become a bit of an institution. For those of us who get

to go year after year the extraordinary venue with its

strange and quirky nature has become totally intertwined with

this monster show of the North. It’s always fun to talk with

visiting artists (especially from the States), and see how they

are blown away by the slightly tired, but still very glamorous

interior. Like a once-great movie star propping up the bar, her

heyday far behind her, she still retains her dignity. If you buy

her a drink and let her tell her tale, you will end up under her

spell.

For 2014 Ant and his hard working crew from Design 4 Life had succeeded in cramming even

more into this already packed show. To achieve this there had to be a bit of a reshuffle. The oh-

so-grand ground floor with its two large halls, was much the same as usual: packed with artists to

make your mouth water and a treat for the eyes. It’s what makes Liverpool a truly unique show,

and one that should be experienced at least once.  Around those halls are a honeycomb of small

rooms each with its quirks and for a first time show attendee it can take a bit of time to discover

it all, but that just adds to the fun. 

1. the adelphi hotel
2. christian by craig measures, golden dragon tattoo
3. ‘they’re coming to get you barbara’ - playing live
4. spooks by anrijs straume, portside tattoo
5. dan by jordan crooke, second skin
6. alex rattray working

1.

2. 3. 4.

6.

5.

Words and Pictures: James Sandercock
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7. 8. 9.

10.

12.11. 13.

14.



Entertainment has always been very high

on Liverpool’s agenda. They have always

realised that not only do the punters want

to be entertained, but they also want to

get involved. This is why the tattoo duels

have been such a big hit and this year was

no exception. You can always guarantee a

healthy crowd around the main stage and

it’s a brave man who would bet his pink

slip on the result. It’s the strength of this

event and the support for the always-

oversubscribed competitions that allowed

the organisers to make their changes. Even

so it was still a bit of a gamble. They had

decided to move the main stage, which is

purpose- built, from the main hall down

into the basement. The plan was that this

would drive the footfall downstairs where

50 more artists were housed. They had

also moved Miss Tattoo UK down there as

well as some other bits and bobs. The

back-to-back bands were still kept away

from the artist in the main bar upstairs

where they could summon the hounds of

hell without disturbing anybody.

7. by bogdan, no regrets
8. craig wilson, 

black craft custom tattoo working
9. by gordon patterson, ink well
10. alex rattray & chris jones
11. by max pniewski, southmead tattoo
12. by chantale coady, 

picture house tattoo
13. by dan wilson, dark circle
14. by nigel kurt, fun house tattoo
15. big meas tattooing
16. by noon (france)
17. by joe carpenter, cloak and dagger
18. horror board project
19. frank la natra, tattooing
20. by frank la natra, 

in the woods (usa)
21. by martin crosthwaite, flaming gun

15. 16. 17.

18.

19.

20. 21.
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26. 27.

28.

So did it work…? Well as plans go it was a pretty good one and on the whole it did succeed, although I

know where I would have preferred it to be. The basement is a very generic space and when I was down

there the splendour above was a constant lure.

What remained the same was the fantastic spread of artists that the show attracts year in year out, and

the great sense of community that this has created. Like The London show Liverpool has its own

impressive list of regulars and that has served as a great magnet for fresh meat. This year saw the first

visit from the incredibly talented illustrative studio Into The Woods Gallery, based in Florida headed up

by Frank La Natra. Tanane Whitfield from Studio Evolve in Virginia brought over Andy Chambers, who for

me produced the tattoo of the weekend. Once again the Americans were in force and they were all
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22. by jamie greaves, real art
23. by rebekah hodgson, 

between the lines
24. tanane whitfield working
25. partners in crime
26. by kevin slack, 

twisted fate
27. by robert kane, 

in the woods (usa)
28. by cree, old london road
29. by alex rattray, red hot & blue
30. by gray silva, rampant ink

31. by paul priestley, skinshokz
32. by tanane whitfield, 

studio evolve (usa)
33. by piotr cwiek, 

southmead tattoo studio
34. she said yes = engaged
35. by helen brown, gung ho!
36. by leah moule, spear tattoo
37. duel winners nerf losers
38. by simon cook, the inkspot
39. by otto, white elephant

29. 30. 31. 32.

33.

34. 35.

36.

37. 38. 39.



super impressed by the high standard of

work produced at this otherwise

predominantly UK show. That was hardly

surprising (although still great to hear of

course) when you consider who was there;

Matt Lapping, John Anderton, Jason Butcher

who did a beautiful collaboration with his

partner Lianne Moule, Chris Jones, Alex

Rattray (who is cleaning up at the

competitions this year) Nigel Kurt, Kevin

Slack, Joe Harrison, Paul Talbot, Lee Hadfield,

Gerry Carnelly, Leah Moule and the list just

goes on and on. Liverpool is certainly one of

those shows that has helped to build bridges

between artists and forge long distance

friendships, which have fed back into the

great atmosphere of the convention.

Other points of interest were the now-

traditional customised skate board decks.

This year the theme was horror which nicely

links to the show’s special guest none other

than Butch Patrick the actor who played

Eddie Munster. We had a short but

interesting chat. Keep your eyes peeled for

that in a future issue: it’s entertaining.

All in all Liverpool came up with the goods

once again. It seemed to me that numbers

may have been down, but in such a massive

space it’s hard to tell. Either way it gets the

thumbs up from me and retains its

reputation as one of the highlights of the

Calendar.

40. 41. 42.

43.

44.

45. 46.

47.

48.
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40. by sonny mitchell, black lotus
41. by sadee johnston, picture house tattoo
42. bez, triplesix, techno tattoo design
43. anthony flemming working
44. by tanane whitfield, studio evolve (usa)
45. by mark bester, marked for life
46. by brenden, tattoo hq
47. by filip pasieka, interskin tattoo
48. jo harrison, tattooing
49. by dan hancock, this mortal coil
50. the miss tattoo uk entrants
51. by charlotte ross, aurora tattoo
52. by endre szabo, tattoo end
53. the upside down ladies
54. by andy chambers, studio evolve (usa)
55. by poznan, gilded cage
56. by eze nunez, magaluf ink (spain)
57. by phatt german, no regrets
58. by paul smith, marked for life
59. by julia preston, inkarma

49. 51.

52.

53. 54.

55.

56.

57. 58.

59.

50.
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At last count, there were about 7.2 billion

tattoo TV shows airing across the globe.

The reality of that number is more

plausible than some of the scenes that get

passed off as your average day at the

tattoo shop. We have faith that, when

viewers see tattooists on their screens

dating rockstars, finishing up backpieces

during commercial breaks, and showing

deep concern over the tragedy and despair

that naturally leads us all to get tattooed,

these depictions of the “tattoo lifestyle”

will be processed as entertainment;

however, much like sarcasm, it is mistaken

for truth.

The hard truth for many who find the

camera glare an assault on the art, history

and values of tattooing is that the spotlight

won’t be turned off any time soon. It may

dim as TV ratings dip, but no matter how

many shots of Sailor Jerry rum we pound

while musing on the “good ole days of

tattooing,” it won’t go back underground

in our lifetime. A Pandora’s Box has been

opened and the tools, techniques, and

tricks of tattooing are all available for an

easy iTunes download and eBay purchase.

Tattoo schools have sprung up around the

world, and “How To Tattoo” DVDs are in

home goods stores next to tutorials on

gardening and feng shui. Tattooing’s

deepest secrets are all out there, and just

like unflattering naked photos online, it’s

almost impossible to bring them back into

hiding.

Perhaps, then, in an effort to preserve

what is really beautiful and magical about

tattooing, our discussions should look to

the future as well as honouring our past.

We could take stock of the real impact of

reality shows and the pop culture co-

opting of an outsider art. We could pit

higher quality media alternatives against

typical trash TV. And we could change the

definition of what “tattoo celebrity” really

means by having it represent exceptional

artistry rather than drama queens. 

Interestingly, the word “celebrity” has

morphed in the context of tattoo culture. A

“celebrity tattooer” was once one who

created tattoos on famous people as with

Louis Molloy’s work on Beckham,

Tin Tin’s tattoos on Gaultier,

and Mr. Cartoon’s ink on

Eminem. A strong artist

tattooing a celebrity meant

greater visibility for quality

work—work that would,

ideally, inspire fans to seek

out higher calibre of

tattoos for themselves.

However, today, “celebrity

tattooer” often marks an

artist better known for his

or her persona rather than

portfolio. For example,

guest appearances of

celebrity tattooers at

conventions are often

about signing autographs or taking selfies

with Instagram followers, rather than

actual tattooing. In this context, the role of

celebrity tattooer is less about creating art

than it is about creating a personal brand.

In redefining tattoo fame, we could focus

the power of our social media lenses on

people who offer value to tattooing—doing

so by posting, linking, Tweeting, “liking,”

and blogging about  those who dedicate

time to their artistic skills, to taking care

of their clients, and to furthering the art

form with exciting new ideas. Let status

updates feature the positive contributions

of artists and collectors rather than

lamenting the latest TV episode. 

We could also show greater support for

alternative outlets that respectfully depict

tattoo culture, such Vice’s “Tattoo Age” or

Markus Kuhn’s “Gypsy Gentleman” online

video series—series that gave us a look

into the personal and professional lives of

artists in a way that informed how career

paths are carved with hard work and self-

respect. Or we could put the cameras in

our own hands and create the media we

want to see.

Sailor Jerry’s famed expression, “My work

speaks for itself” was spoken at a time

when voices weren’t drowned in a sea of

soundbites and press releases. And so

today, we should collectively speak up for

work that represents the very best of our

tattoo community. 

Marisa Kakoulas is a heavily
tattooed US attorney, author of
numerous tattoo books, 
and editor of the tattoo blog
Needlesandsins.com.

W
hen legendary tattooer Lyle Tuttle graced the cover

of Rolling Stone Magazine in 1970, a number of

tattoo traditionalists blasted him for putting himself

and the craft out there for mass media consumption. It is even

said that Sailor Jerry taped Tuttle’s photo to the inside of his

toilet seat. Today, that magazine cover would barely spark an

angry Tweet. Nowadays, people have much more to be pissed

off about.

RMarisa Kakoulas
The Celebrity Tattoo Artist
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IN BLOOM
ANIMAL MAGIC

HANDS UP

GALLERY
PLUS



in bloom

ryan reeve, progression tattoo (australia)

jo harrison, modern body art

david benjamin kaye, 

skinks tattoo lounge (new zealand)

bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)



chris 51, area 51 tattoo (usa)

den yakovlev, ink army (russia)

kirk silver, silver city tattoo (canada)

otto, red lion tattoo (hungary)

slick nick, 25 to life (holland)

alex kuznecovas, 

stigma tattoo



matt hunt, 

modern body art

matt stebly, twisted anchor (usa)

kiwi matt, slave to the needle (usa)nick caruso, bound for glory (usa)



pepa, bohemian tattoo (new zealand)

noon (france)

prizeman, eternal art phil kyle, magnum opus

boris, boris tattoo (austria)



alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

aaron clapham, tattoo art boris, boris tattoo (austria)

martin tay, 

attica tattoo 

animal magic



bobby leach, southmead tattoo cally jo, new wave sophie simpson, karma collective

callum berry, draconian tattoo



kenji shigehara, yz tattoo (japan)



leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo matt axe, awol tattoo (ireland)

hannah keuls, good timesdimitri hk, (france)

jaysin burgess, northside tattooz

melanie, inky und stretchy (germany)



martin tay, attica tattoo

krystof, bluenote tattoo (usa)

sebo, mystery touch tattoo (austria)

old man brierley, art house tattoo



matt lang, mike parsons ink

gabriel maniak, extreme needle tattoo

marcin ptak, inkdependent tattoo

sean herman, royal street tattoo (usa)



toons

robert fawcett, the tattoo house

dom drake, 

all electric tattoo co

adam mcdermott, 

folklore tattoo

craig holmes, iron horse tattoo
dave platts,

plus 48 tattoo

ivo, ivo’s tattoo

sebo, mystery touch

tattoo (austria)



billy hay, custom inc

callum berry, draconian tattoo

julia seizure, skunx tattoo

ash davies, 

physical graffiti

mr greg, 

mr greg tattoo studio

toni moore, hungry for moore

chris 51, area 51 (usa)



billy hay, custom inc

hands up

capex, 

great seal tattoo lodge 

(italy) paul talbot, modern electric tattoo company

ivo, jazztattoo style and pain (germany)

canyon webb, off the map (usa)



stefan semt, signs and wonders (germany) otto, red lion (hungary)

end willows, chalice tattoo (usa)

gary helyar, 

helyar tattoo

mulie addlecoat, thinking tree tattoo (indonesia)



ivo, jazztattoo style and pain (germany)
stefan semt, 

signs and wonders (germany)

lee wagner, lucky 777 tattoos julia seizure, skunx tattoos

prizeman, 

eternal art
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Text and photographs by Lars Krutak. All Photos © Lars Krutak

The Bold and the Beautiful
Women’s Tattoos of Coastal Papua New Guinea

xv
Papua New Guinea is the second largest island in the world. Although it is roughly the size of California,
it is one of the most rural countries on the planet, and only 18 percent of its six million inhabitants live in
urban areas. Incredibly, over 800 indigenous languages are spoken in Papua New Guinea, a statistic that

accounts for a fifth of the world’s total.

Just as Papua New Guinea is linguistically diverse, it is also an ecological and geographical wonder. 
From snowcapped peaks reaching heights of 14,793 feet, to steamy rain-soaked jungles and volcanically

active islands, it is a virtual treasure trove of natural beauty waiting for the intrepid traveller.

It is also one of the final frontiers of women’s tribal tattooing culture. And as far back as the old men and
women can remember, tattooing has been a tribal custom of nearly every coastal people. Here, among the
Motu, Waima, Aroma, Inland Aroma, Hula, Mekeo, Korafe, Maisin, and Miniafia, women were heavily
tattooed from head to toe, resulting in some of the most complete body coverage in the indigenous world. 

Nattie Sevesi, a Korafe woman tattooed by her mother in the 1980s. 
Betel nut stains her teeth red.
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Fear and Loathing in 
Papua New Guinea

I think one of the reasons why so very few
outsiders have studied tattooing in Papua
New Guinea recently is that it is a dangerous
(and expensive) place to visit. Port Moresby
and its suburbs compete year after year with
Johannesburg (South Africa) for the
notorious title of “Murder Capital of the
World,” and many stories are told of people
being hacked down in the streets with
machetes or car-jacked in broad daylight
with little or no response from local police.

People living here never walk the streets at
night, and houses and schools are enclosed
in high security compounds surrounded by
razor wire and full-time guards. 

Leaving Moresby for the coastal hinterlands
is certainly not for the faint of heart either,
as bandits roam certain sections of the
highways in search of human prey. Buses,
personal vehicles, and other forms of
motorised people movers are equally
vulnerable to such attacks, which sometimes
include gang rapes of women, broken bones,
and even homicide. Papua New Guinea has

one of the highest unemployment rates in the
world (it also tops the leagues in domestic
violence), and it’s not surprising that almost
daily reports hit the newspapers of these
unfortunate crimes. So, if you are in search
of tattoos in remote villages and need to
travel the roads, it pays to have an armed
local guide who was a former thug himself;
because these men know where the ambush
spots are and also who’s been plundering
passing vehicles recently. Such information
and expertise can come in handy, especially
if you get into any scrapes in the
backcountry where there are no police!  

Map of Papua New Guinea showing the tribal territories 
of tattooed women featured this article.

Back view of Ade Baroa, the last fully 
tattooed Motu woman of Gaba village. 

Waima women Oa’ete Aihi, Madeleine Baeho Baki, and her sister
Mary Avia Baki waiting for a funeral procession in Waima village. All
parts of a Waima woman’s body were tattooed with a thorn implement,

including the scalp which was shaved before the hand-tapping.

Tattooed sisters Madeleine Baki and Mary Baki (center) 
display their back tattoos
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Collingwood Bay: Musa, Korafe,
Miniafia, and Maisin 

Luckily, getting to Collingwood Bay does
not entail highway driving, but airline tickets
are expensive by local (and international)
standards and the flight schedules are
random. First you take a puddle jumper from
Port Moresby to Popondetta (don’t walk in
this town after dark!) and then you sit outside
the “terminal” in searing tropical heat
waiting for the next scheduled flight to
appear from the sky. But the experience is
highly rewarding, and the journey along the
coast is spectacular because the coral reefs
offshore are said to hold “more fish than
water”.

Although the ethnic groups of Collingwood
Bay have distinct languages, they often
intermarried and their women all shared
similar forms of bold facial tattooing.
Traditionally, tattooing (bua) here was
female-focused and signified a girl’s
transition from childhood into a marriageable
young woman. In the Korafe region the
tattooing (buaré) of young girls, typically
between the ages of 12 to 14, by female
tattooists has continued until recent times,
but the custom became abandoned in the
1980s among the Miniafia and Maisin tribes.
Today, tattooing for all groups has become
more a symbol of identity instead of one that
marks an individual’s rite of passage through
early life stages.

Maisin tattooing originated “when the heaven
and earth appeared,” a mythical time when
the Maisin say they emerged from the ground

far to the west. Prior to the actual tattooing
rite, one or more girls were brought to the
house of the tattoo artist (bua’ ta). There they
remained for one or more months as the
facial tattoos were applied in several
successive layers. Those girls who were
“strong” could complete their tattooing in
three painful sessions, whereas others had to
endure five of six rounds with the tattooist.
The tattoos were applied via hand-tapping
and a lemon or orange thorn was attached at
a right angle to a green stick and worked
under the skin with a mallet. Tattoo pigment
was vegetable charcoal. It was taboo for men
to witness the tattooing, otherwise it was
believed a girl’s wounds would not heal;
also, no person was allowed to view the girls
as their tattoos healed. For this reason, when
girls had to relieve themselves outside they
were compelled to cover their faces with
barkcloth (tapa). Tattoo recipients were also
tabooed from certain foods.

One Korafe woman named Daphne told me
that fish with spines, hot food, or crabs were
forbidden. Maisin informants stated that if
crabs or spiny fish were eaten, an unpleasant
feeling would overcome the tattoo recipient
during their tattooing – a feeling likened to
bony creatures crawling across the face. A
type of plant medicine (uwgha, Korafe; bua
kain, Maisin) was applied to heal the
wounds.

After a young woman received her tattoos,
large public celebrations were held at which
time the newly tattooed displayed themselves
to the community. Once married, a woman
was not allowed to be tattooed.

Korafe tattoo demonstration at Kofure village. Note that the tattoo pigment is first stenciled on the face before it is tapped into the skin. 

Back and leg tattoos of 
Taitá Koroka of Hisiu village



Southwest Coast: Motu, Hula,
Aroma, and Inland Aroma 

Among the Motu, Hula, Aroma and Inland
Aroma people, bold facial and body tattoos
were applied to the body at certain life stages,
with the hands, arms, and face being tattooed
at the age of five to seven; shortly thereafter,
the abdomen, navel, vulva, and inner thighs
were marked. About the age of ten, the armpits
down to the nipples, and throat were tattooed.
When puberty was reached, the back, buttocks,
outer thighs and legs were inked, and when a
girl reached marriageable age V-shaped
designs from the neck down to the navel were
added.

Traditionally, most Motu tattoo sessions were
performed in relation to lengthy and dangerous
trading expeditions called hiri that were
undertaken by large double hulled sea-going
canoes (lakatoi). Hiri expeditions, which were
symbolically complex, typically lasted six to
eight months, and in rare instances one or
more years. During the hiri, the first-born
daughters of the lakatoi owner and part owners
were secluded in a village house, along with
10 to 15 daughters of lakatoi expedition
members, until the voyage had been
completed. 

During the girls’ seclusion, many ritual
restrictions were placed on the girls and female
“guardians” watched their every move,
because breach of taboo could spell disaster
for the hiri. For example, girls were compelled
to sleep on their backs (faces up) every
evening, because if they slept on their sides or
on their stomach it was believed that these
movements would capsize the lakatoi on the
open sea. Girls were also forbidden from
consuming large meals, because this action
might “sink” the boat or make the lakatoi
“heavy,” resulting in its inability to move
quickly on its journey. Moreover, girls could
not sit cross-legged upon the floor of the
seclusion house and whenever they prepared to
sit or stand they first walked in a circle, so as
to help propel the lakatoi on its journey. They
could not visit their boyfriends during their
period of seclusion and they were kept under
lock and key at all times, especially after they
were tattooed in the seclusion house.  I was
told that men on the sea canoes would know
that rules had been broken in the seclusion
house if they encountered frequent big waves
and violent storms during their voyage.

Once the lakatoi returned, the newly tattooed
hudiha hahine were washed, oiled with
coconut oil, and dressed in new grass skirts.
Then they boarded a small canoe to meet the
lakatois anchored offshore. Due to the lengthy
period of seclusion, the girls’ skin had become
pale and this enhanced the boldness of their
newly acquired tattoos. The girls then sang
songs of welcome, the verses being repeated
several times over, and one of these tunes,
recorded in the village of Gaba, is as follows:

“At low tide, we will hold hands and we
will swing our grass skirts; to welcome
our lakatois coming in; 

Two or three pairs of us will always
welcome our lakatois home; that brings
us wealth from the Gulf.”

First-born daughters were also entitled to
special facial and leg designs. These motifs
proclaimed to all villagers that their fathers
had successfully participated in hiri
expeditions. Younger daughters of hiri leaders,
or those that were not first-born were not
allowed to wear these designs. Girls that were
not first-born could also be tattooed during
minor village events, especially while turtle
hunters where out at sea. For example, certain
clans were specialists in turtle hunting and
these animals were captured in large nets.
Turtle hunting expeditions typically lasted two
weeks and while men were out hunting, girls
that were not firstborn would be secluded in a
village house and tattooed. Here, they
observed the same ritual restrictions as first-
born daughters during the hiri seclusions. 

Asi Kema, a Motu elder of Tubuseria village,
showing body and leg tattoos. Interestingly, 
in the Motu language the condition of being
non-tattooed is called kasiri vahoro, or raw,

uncooked, or unripe.

Gemo Ragwana, Rigana Gewo, Ruata Mega, Vakona Mega, and Kogo Ragwana are women 
of the Inland Aroma or Kouagolo tribe. Inland Aroma tattooists were always female 

and they continued the tradition of full body tattooing (vevai) much longer 
than their coastal Aroma counterparts. Rigana is one of the last tattooists of her tribe

Vali Kolou, the last fully tattooed Hula 
woman of Kamali village
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Northwest Coast: 
Waima and Mekeo 

Between 1899 and 1907, the colonial British
administrator of Papua New Guinea Capt.
Francis R. Barton shot hundreds of
photographs of Papuan peoples, including
dozens of images of tattooed women from the
various tribes he visited on his official tours.
Due to the photographic technology of the
time, he over-painted many of the tattoo
designs he encountered so that they would
show more clearly in his photographic
negatives. Barton’s tattoo research was
groundbreaking in many respects. First, he
recorded the names of many tattooing motifs
that have long since been forgotten and
captured others that have faded into history.
Interestingly, in the 100+ year period since
Barton created his body of photographic work,
only a handful of researchers have attempted
to retrace his steps, but these writers have only
focused their attention on the tattooing
traditions of the Motu people living in and
around the capital of Port Moresby. Thus, one
of the goals of my trip was to visit those
tattooing tribes that Barton documented so
long ago, including the Waima who might be
the most heavily tattooed of all.

There are characteristic tattooing motifs that
are shared amongst coastal women living north
and south of Port Moresby. The V-shaped
tattoo (mairi mairi) extending from the
shoulders to between the breasts signified that
a woman had reached marriageable age or had
been betrothed. But among the Waima, there
are other tattooing motifs that only occur
among this group. For example, the Waima
centipede (ra’a ra’a) design covered a
woman’s abdomen and navel and frigate bird
markings (areau) were tattooed below the neck
in between the V-shaped pattern. Although the
Waima women I met could no longer
remember the significance of centipede and
frigate bird designs, both creatures are widely

used across Pacific tattooing cultures. 
After young Waima girls were tattooed, they
were compelled to fast for five days. During
this period, they could only eat food with a
fork and never with their bare hands. Once a
girl was ready to be washed, she was led down
to the ocean and bathed with an unidentified
local herb and seawater. A girl who was not
completely tattooed was called uahoho, but
once she received a full set of tattoos she was
considered “fully tattooed” (uaho) and ready
for marriage.

For girls that had been fully tattooed, a feast
was prepared to celebrate their transition into
adulthood (note: several girls of the same age-
set were usually tattooed together). The girls
formed a procession and were led through the
village to publically display their newly
transformed bodies. Unmarried young men
would show their admiration by throwing betel

nut skins at the women. Then a special song
was sung and repeated several times by the
women:

“Uaho Patsi Raka; 
Shell ornaments hang down,
Hibitoi, Haba toi;
From our backs…” 
Then, the men would counter and repeat this
verse several times:
“Maewa Bahukako-o-oh; 
Let me dance, you are ready to be married.”

Mount Britannia and Mount Trafalgar in the distance. During certain ceremonies 
or when natural disasters strike the Tufi region (e.g., tsunamis or earthquakes), 

the Korafe people sing to the spirit owners of these mountains to invite their protection

Theresa Aiba Beni of Waima village 
making a bilum string bag

Victoria Inapi Anike, a Mekeo woman 
who was tattooed by her mother 

with a clan design of the sun (kina). 
Her other tattoos have largely faded from view.

The author with Taitá Oa of Hisiu village
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The first time the name Joe Frost was mentioned to me
was at the Scottish Convention a few years ago. We
were packing up to go home, and noticed a small pile of

framed paintings that were leaning up against a wall. They
were good, very good. It turned out they were done by the
convention organiser James Aitken’s apprentice. I remember
thinking at the time that it was going to be good when this
guy came to working on skin. Joe has not disappointed. He
is part of the new wave of already talented artists who are
ultimately drawn towards tattooing. 

Unlike many of the artists I have spoken to Joe hasn’t always gravitated towards a
career in tattooing. He explained that “As a kid I was really into collecting stuff. I
don’t know if that has something to do with the whole tattoo-collecting thing. I was a
proper geek: still am really. I collected stamps, anything really, all sorts. I even had a
rock collection at one point, which now seems a bit weird. And in terms of art I’ve
always loved to draw and paint. I know a lot of people who say the first time they
ever saw a tattoo they knew they wanted to be tattooed, but it was not really like that
for me. My original plan was to be a freelance illustrator, which was the direction I
was encouraged to go in. I think if the tutors knew what I was doing now they would
turn their noses up at it.”
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Joe got his first tattoo in his twenties,
and it was only at that point that
something clicked and he realised
that it was something that he could
actually do himself. “At that point I
had gone through the whole
education thing. I had an A-Level in
art and a degree in Illustration. My
work was not really tattoo based. I
did a lot of collage actually. Now
looking at my work I can see that
creeping in, it’s like the remnants of
what I used to do is still in my tattoo
work.” Joe had a few ‘lost years’ as
he describes them, working in retail,
but eventually it got to the point
where the urge to tattoo was strong
enough to force him out of his comfort
zone and into tattoo shops searching
for an apprenticeship. “Once I
started I realised I should have done
it years earlier. I was just too much of
a chicken to walk into a shop with my
portfolio.”
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Eventually he was offered an apprenticeship by Jim at Thou Art. For the first six
months or so Joe struggled with the transition from what he was doing on paper to
what he thought he should be doing. “I think, like a lot of apprentices I was just
drawing generic flash, then Jim told me to do my own thing. I guess he saw something
more unique in my work and just wanted me to follow that path.” From that point on
things started to develop naturally. “Jim always encouraged me to paint and the two
things have really merged now and that’s really the point I’m at today. Now visually
the two things are very much the same. I don’t get to paint purely for the sake of it so
much now. Sometimes I feel that I would make more progress in my tattooing if I could
find more time to do that. Some people seem to be able to do both full time. I don’t
understand how they do it… I still need to sleep.” 

Thou Art was a great shop for Joe to apprentice in, as they had many great guests
coming through like Cecil Porter, Jim Miner and Tanane Whitfield, “they all work with
completely different styles. It was great being able to watch them and they were really
supportive. I feel very lucky to have been able to learn in a shop like that.” 

As Joe’s personal style has developed, it has seen him associated with one particular
school of tattooing which he accepts as somewhat inevitable, although a bit of an easy
option. “I think that it’s same for everyone. You always end up being pigeonholed into
a genre, people just like to do that. I know my work gets tagged as Neo Traditional,
but within that there are so many different styles. At the shop that I work in at the
moment there’s myself, Neil Dransfield and Steve Vinall. We all fall in to that category
but our work is completely different. I don’t find it frustrating, I know my work is not
completely unique… There are people who do similar things to myself. Often they are
people I look up to. Saying that I try not to look at other people’s work too much or
you inevitably start to work in a similar way, even if those influences are subconscious.
When I sit down to draw I try to look outside of tattooing for my inspiration. It’s
important to try and create something that could only come from you. I don’t ever
want to produce a discount version of someone else’s work”.



“Moving forward I think it all goes back
to painting and making time to do more.
I’ve probably only done two paintings in
the last six months and that’s really not
good enough. I feel like that’s the only
way that I’m really going to continue
developing. I’ve so many influences
outside of tattooing that I want to
introduce into my work. The only way to
do that is to bring them into my painting
first. I think it’s obvious that Art Nouveau
has heavily influenced me, but at the
moment I’m looking at a lot of stained
glass and arts and crafts from that period
at the end of the nineteenth century.
Anything decorative seems to attract
me.” 

Joe still gets approached for projects
outside of tattoo, but he says he just does
not have the time to commit to them. “I
might be tempted by something a bit
more crafty: pottery or something like
that but tattooing does take over your
life. I still feel like I’m learning, I’ve never
met anyone, no matter how long they
have been doing this, who feels they
have reached their pinnacle. It’s also
driven by the collectors. They are so
savvy about what they can get. They
know what can be done and what they
like, who does that style, and they’re
willing to travel. I’m based at Oddfellows
in Leeds, but a fraction of my customers
are actually from there.”
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As a relatively new artist to the industry, I
wondered how he feels that things are
going to develop? “A lot of people say
tattooing has to die down but I can’t see
that happening. Art constantly changes
and adapts. It’s up to the artist to try and
push things to keep them fresh. Some
times you have to take a risk, whilst
maintaining the balance between what
the customer wants and pushing forward,
I’m not the best at that. I think the
relationship between tattooist and
customer is a special one. Occasionally
people turn round and say ‘Ok, do what
you want’ and in my experience they
very rarely mean that. For me if they say
that, then I’m going to want to do
something I haven’t done before… Say a
devil… And then they turn round and tell
me they really wanted a pocket watch all
along. It’s not a good thing to be doing
the same thing over and over again, but
every one gets it. That’s the double-
edged sword of instagram. You can get
trapped in a bubble and the only way
you can pop it is to post up different
stuff.”

Contentment does not seem to be a word
that features in most tattooist’s internal
dictionary and that is no different for
Joe. “Some days I’ll do a good tattoo
and I will really feel like I’m getting
somewhere, then another day you will
feel like you wish you done things
differently. Contentment is just not
something tattooists really feel. If I take
time off I just start to feel guilty. I just
want to focus on my work and getting to
the next level.” 

To see more of Joe’s work go to:
http://instagram.com/hellomynamesjoe
https://www.facebook.com/hellomynamesjoe
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PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK

ALEX RATTRAY
RED HOT AND BLUE
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JIM GRAY
THE CIRCLE
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“Tattooing can really change lives”,
Big Sleeps tells me as we sit in the warm

Parisian sun. “Growing up in and around the
gangs of L.A. as a young child, sometimes you

make choices that lead you into something you don’t really
understand, even though you think you do! By the time you
realise this, you’ve screwed your life up. You can end up in
prison or dead. I saw a lot of my friends go down that road at
really young ages”. It’s a situation that not many of us in
England can relate to.

Big Sleeps is the real deal. He’s an ex gang member who has turned his life around and now

produces unique, and elegant script tattoos based in his native black and grey Chicano style.

I started by asking Sleeps about his name “You know the Chicano [Mexican-Americans living in the

United States] we all have nicknames when we are young. Back then I was known as Sleepy.

Everybody has a name, and somewhere down the line it just became Big Sleeps. It’s ironic as I

don’t hardly sleep at all!” Sleeps tells me that as a youngster in L.A. he would hang out with a

large group of friends, sometimes doing graffiti, sometimes just writing on walls and sometimes

just vandalising stuff. “In the area I grew up, Graffiti was really big. Everybody took pride in their

writing and their art. I did some image-based stuff but mainly I would do text, along the style of

the Chicano gang style script. That imagery has been around me all my life, it started way back in

the 1940’s. I don’t know so much about the history, all I know is that it was all over the place

when I was growing up. Writing was everywhere, so clean, so elegant. There is so much discipline

and creativity that goes into each piece. Really early on I appreciated it and saw it as an art form”.

The rise in popularity of script style tattoos would be hard to ignore, but it seems relatively new

to our shores and I wanted to know if that was also the case back in LA. “I grew up in the

eighties, and it was really common to get lettering tattoos. People got their family name on their

stomachs, song titles… anything that means something to them. When I grew up it was really

common, so I guess it goes back a long while. Now I see it a lot more in the mainstream. What

I’m seeing most is the face tattoos above the eye. That was always an L.A. thing, but I see it all

across Europe now.”

Interview by Perry Rule

Pictures by Big Sleeps
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I asked Sleeps how he feels about that rise in popularity of the Chicano style, something that

is so personal to him influencing the rest of the world? “It feels good to know that it can

reach out so far. I am basically travelling the world on my lettering. It’s something that used to

be seen purely as gang related. Where I come from, the mainstream tended to look down on

us, but now it is starting to become popular all over the world, which is great for me. It has

taken me to Korea, Japan and Europe, and I’ve got some really great clients who are really

driven to getting the authentic L.A. style that I do.”
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“Before the Internet the only way anybody

would have known of me, or have been

influenced by my style was if they came to

California and saw it for themselves. It’s similar

to what happened with graffiti, which came

out of the states and inspired people all

around the world, and now those artists are

posting stuff that is feeding back and

influencing artists in America.”

Travel is made easier for Sleeps by the lack of

equipment required for his particular style of

tattooing. “I only really use black and grey with

wash. For me it’s not so much about the

application, it’s more about the construction,

and I don’t do anything else now but lettering,

so I only need a very basic kit. When I started

I did a little bit of everything but I always knew

that I wanted to letter people up.” 
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On the subject of when he started tattooing it becomes clear that there was

never a particular point in time that a decision was made. “I tattooed a bit

when I was young, just experimenting, then I stopped. I picked it up again later

on, but I never took it too seriously. I just tattooed on and off. Then in the

nineties I got hold of my first professional machine. But it wasn’t until 2008

that I really decided to make a go of it and took it seriously. Before that I

tattooed a lot of stomachs and a lot of my friends. I was kind of pressured

into it by my homies who knew I could letter from the graffiti I had done.”

We talked a little about the style of fonts and discussed the construction of

the letterforms involved: “If I drew up some text and showed it to the people

who come from where I come from, they would instantly recognise it. But

then I bring it somewhere else and it’s so unfamiliar that people love it for its

shape and structure. I guess, because it’s kind of taboo, it has a lot of strength.

The L.A. text style tattoos I do could be described as a type of code: a bit like

some exclusive language, unique to a subgenre of society.”



The majority of fonts I have seen used appear to originate

from traditional ‘Old English’ or gothic ‘Black Letter’ fonts. I

wondered if these fonts form the foundation of Sleep’s work:

“My main influences come from where I grew up, it’s purely

from the gang style of the streets. I have been copying since I

was a little kid. As I got older I started to look at font books

and started mixing it up. My favourite is that strong Chicano

L.A. style. I love it so much. I really studied it and worked hard

to create my own style. I think that’s what has got me to

where I am now: travelling, and working for certain companies

doing logos all based on my own style. It’s the same with my

tattoos. People tend to let me do a design the way I want to

do it. They trust me to know what’s best.”

I wondered what technical problems such a precise style

presents, and how fluid the process of a Big Sleeps tattoo is?

“Most of the work I do is drawn straight onto the skin, that

way I get the best flow to fit the contours of the body. I have

tried stencilling a throat before and it just does not work.

Sometimes you have to draw something a little bit ‘crooked’

to make it look straight. It takes time to understand how to

work with the contours of the body to get something looking

just right. It’s very rare, but I do still stencil a couple of

elements every now and then, just to get the proportions

right, and some of the key verticals etc.”

With this new found popularity the future is looking pretty

good for the boys from Los Angeles. Sleeps has buddied up

with Norm and Boog, and together they are working a lot of

tattoo shows globally. What are the plans for the future? “I

only started with conventions about three years ago. Before

that I worked in a few shops such as Aggressive Nature, Lethal

79 Tattoo, Low Rider, and Modern Ink. I met Boog and Norm

and we have hit it off real well. We’ve worked on a book

together, and drew up a poster at Norms shop ‘Will Rise’ in

L.A. Boog was the first person to invite me to work a show in

Europe. Right now, I’m just going with the flow, doing a lot of

travelling and just kind of riding the wave. This thing I do has

taken me to Japan, London, Korea, Rotterdam and I’m going to

Switzerland soon. Doors seem to be opening up for me along

the way. You work one show, and from there you get asked to

work another. Brighton is one of my favourites. Hopefully next

year Paris, and maybe Brazil, but you have to pick and choose. 
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Time is precious. I have a private studio at home

in America and I have to concentrate on keeping

that going. When I am not tattooing I’m fortunate

to have a lot of other side projects on the go: T-

Shirts, Logos and stuff. As time’s gone on and I’ve

become busier, I’ve have had to adjust my prices

and value my time more. I am conscious of how

much of my work I want out there in the

mainstream. I want to hold on to it and keep it a

little bit exclusive. If later on, I decide to do my

own brand, I don’t want the market to be already

flooded beforehand.”

Keep up with Big Sleeps at:

http://letterstoliveby.com/

https://www.facebook.com/pages/BIG-

Sleeps/208641465825877
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H
as it really been seven years since the

Shepherds Inn & Auctioneer opened its doors

for the first time to the tattooed public? It only

seems like yesterday that artists, traders and myself

were setting up our booths at the first show wondering

if this had the makings of a good convention. We

needn’t have worried. The North Lakes Tattoo Show is

now a much loved feature on the calendar.

Colin ‘Doc’ Fell and Mike, both from Mikes Tattooz in Carlisle, came up with a refreshing

approach whereby all the artists who were invited to attend paid for their booths just once

and each subsequent year their booths were free. The reasoning being that if your booth is

free, you will make the effort to come back again and again. Only when an artist drops out,

does a booth become available and a new artist fills the vacant slot. As you might imagine this

unique way of doing things has led to a rather large waiting list.

Being an invite only show, the quality of artists is second to none as both Colin and Mike

rigorously vet each applicant, so the standard is extremely high. As one of the artists said:

“I love this show; because I don’t have to pay for the booth, I can relax and do some walk ups

or pick and choose my work. I don’t have the pressure of having to make my money back”.

Enough said.

north lakestattoo convention

1. by carl cooke, artful ink
2. by mike stockings, legacy ink
3. by mr greg, mr greg tattoo
4. by chris jones, physical graffiti
5. by paul priestley, skinshokz

1.

2.

5.

3. 4.

Words and Pictures by Neil Dalleywater
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This year I was greeted by many familiar faces,

and the occasional new one that had finally

made it to the top of the list. North Lakes is

certainly not a huge convention; it’s laid out on

two floors with around sixty-five artists. After

the quality of the artists the next thing that

hits you is the laid back and friendly feel of the

convention. As many of the tattooists are

regulars, they have become firm friends and

see the convention as a chance for a bit of a

get together and an opportunity to catch up.

Many make good use of the infamous Road

House bar and hotel in the evenings for some

alcohol fuelled Karaoke!

With the remnants of the fog from the night

before washed away with lashings of tea, the

serious business of tattooing started to take

place. Within a few hours some stellar tattoos

had started taking shape. There was constant

activity through out the day. All the artists

were either working hard on skin or busy

preparing designs. I noticed that there were a

lot of large scale pieces being produced. A few

years ago small ‘one hit’ tattoos seemed to be

all the rage, but not any more. Folk are going

for big coverage, and are willing to sit for

many hours to achieve their goals. One guy

6.

8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

7.
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13. 14.

15. 16.

17.

18.

6. by dave the buddha, all style tattoo
7. roy priestley working 
8. by ste cairns, bizarre ink
9. by mark bester, marked for life
10. by wendy brown, kustom kulture
11. by sile sanda, rock n roll tattoo
12. by paul saunders, voodoo tattoo
13. by gray silva, rampant ink
14. by juliet preston, inkarma
15. by roy priestley, skinshokz
16. by dan stone, electric buddha
17. by alex bage, fat panda
18. by jay jay, awake arise
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19.

22.

24.

23.

20. 21.
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had an entire chest piece done by Gray Silva

from Rampant Ink. Meanwhile, Mark Bester of

Marked for Life was working on a half leg

sleeve and Den of Iniquity’s Ed Staples

expertly applied a very traditional back piece.

Other tattoos that really stood out for me

were the incredible portrait of Grace Kelly

tattooed by the one and only Phatt German

from No Regrets. The combination of near

picture perfection and exquisite smooth

colour blends made this piece outstanding.

Some brave soul also ended up with a shark

on the side of his head, by the very talented

Mike Stockings of Legacy Ink. This fine work

received more than a few admiring glances:

something which didn’t go unnoticed by the

judges who awarded it Best of Day for Sunday.

North Lakes has traditionally been a busy

convention, although never so overcrowded as

to make it uncomfortable; but for some

reason this year seemed particularly quiet,

especially on the Saturday. Although as I

mentioned this does not affect the

atmosphere at this particular show, it could be

a sign of the times. There are more and more

shows popping up in the UK every month.

Maybe the bubble has finally burst? Many have

been saying that tattooing can’t really sustain

many more conventions, but they still keep on

coming. Having said that, all those that took

the time to come along and participate in the

seventh edition of the convention had a good

time, with many going home with freshly

worked tattoos. And even those who did not

indulge in new ink certainly will have left with

good memories, with everyone vowing to

meet up again next year for more of the same.

The North Lakes Tattoo Show is, in my eyes,

totally unique in its atmosphere and the

impression it leaves on all those who attend. It

has me firmly hooked and I’ll be back again

next year for certain. Must be something in

the water...Why not try it out for yourself?

25.

26. 27.

28.

19. by mel, dark circle
20. by dean cowley, triplesix studios
21. by tacho, follow your dreams
22. by ed staples, den of iniquity tattoo
23. by mark bester, marked for life
24. the judges
25. by lianne moule, immortal ink
26. by phatt german, no regrets
27. by sile sanda, rock n roll tattoo
28. trophies
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Golden Dragon Tattoo Studio
135 Brook Street Chester, CH1 3DU
01244 310 481
www.goldendragontattoo.co.uk
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To find out about our special offers for
display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 
Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk,

NR7 0AU, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS

July 12-13

Milton Keynes 
Tattoo Expo
Stadium MK, Stadium Way West, 
Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 
Tel 01908 604201
www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & 
Toy Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel
24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, 
CF24 0DD
info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk
www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 26-27

Portsmouth Tattoo
Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth,
Hampshire
www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast
1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter
Belfast BT3 9EP,
www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbel
fast14

August 16-17

Dundee Tattoo Convention
Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell Street, Dundee, Angus
DD1 1HP, Scotland
http://dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 16-17

Norwich Body Art Festival
The Open Youth Venue, 20 Bank Plain,
Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF
www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

August 22-25

Tatcon, Blackpool
Norbreck Castle Hotel, Queen’s Promenade
Blackpool, Lancashire FY2 9AA
www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

Aug 30-31

The Robin Hood Tattoo
Festival
Cotgrave Welfare Club, Woodview, Cotgrave,
Nottinghamshire NG12 3PJ
www.robinhoodtattoofestival.co.uk

September 5-7

The 2nd International Deaf
Tattoo Convention

St. John’s Deaf Community Centre
258 Green Lanes, Manor House, London, 
N4 2HE
www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 14

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly, Spencer Street,
Warwickshire CV31 3NF
www.femaletattooshow.co.uk/

September 26-28

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock
Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre
King’s Rd, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HG1 5LA
www.tattooroyale.co.uk

Nov 8-9

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse
www.facebook.com/halloweentattoobash
info@halloweentattoobash.co.uk

Nov 7-9

Jurassic Coast Tattoo
Convention
Premier Inn, Westover Road, Bournemouth,
Dorset
www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton
www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

15th & 16th November

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Adventure Centre
Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX
sheffieldtattooshow@live.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno
LL30 1BB
www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

June 13-15

14th Valencia Tattoo
Convention
Expo Hotel Valencia, Avd. Pio X114
www.valenciatattooconvention.com

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania
www.tattooexpo.ro
www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

June 27-29

15th Midleton Tattoo
Convention
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Cork, Ireland

August 1-3

Berlin Internationale 
Tattoo Convention
Eichenstr.6  12435 Berlin
www.tattoo-convention.de

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting 
of the Marked
Monroeville Convention Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA
Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or 
email tattootim@me.com
www.meetingofthemarked.com

September 13-14

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway,
Ireland
email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

September 14-16

6th Castellon Tattoo
Convention
Recinto Ferial La Pérgola 
Parque Ribalta,
Castellón de la Plana
Spain

October 17-19

Dublin Tattoo Convention
The Red Cow Pavillion, Dublin, Ireland
info@dublintattooconvention.com
www.dublintattooconvention.com

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels Tattoo
Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/

November 7-9

Florence Tattoo Convention

press@florencetattooconvention.com



To find out who sells Total Tattoo in your area, email your postcode

to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For details, call our free

subscriptions hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

Tattoo studios! You can sell Total Tattoo on an easy 

sale-or-return basis. To find out more, email

totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk or phone 01787 242100
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NEXT MONTH
A glimpse of what the future holds!

If you would like to see your work published in Total Tattoo, send your pictures to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk 
or send discs to Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK

£4.20
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Lukasz Sokolowski 

Tatoueurs Tatoues Tattoo Fest

Warren Bread



What makes you happy?
Being drama free. Art, music, wildlife,

Carry On films. 

What makes you angry?
Anger is pretty pointless. Anything or

anyone that brings nothing but negative

qualities gets cut out of my life as soon as

possible. Don’t get mad, get even. 

What was the last book you
read?
The Iceman [a book about the killer

Richard Kuklinski].

What was the last movie you
saw?
Lawless. The soundtrack is by Nick Cave. 

What would you eat for your
last meal on earth?
I’m vegetarian so maybe a nice spinach

and ricotta cannelloni.

If you won the lottery what is
the first thing you would buy?
A wildlife sanctuary for foxes, deer and

suchlike. 

Who would play you in the
movie of your life?
Whoopi Goldberg. 

What song would be the
soundtrack to your life?
Naked Girl Falling Down The Stairs by

The Cramps. 

What would your super
power be?
To be able to SHHHHHHH stupid people

by frowning at them.

What achievement are you
most proud of?
Still being relevant in tattooing to some

degree after all these years. 

What is your biggest regret?
No regrets.

What keeps you awake at
night?
A very overactive brain.

What is the best lesson life
has taught you?
Actions speak louder than words. 

How would you like to be
remembered?
As one of the best Mormon, pre-op

transsexual, one-armed tattooists there

has ever been. 

What is your favourite tattoo
that you have done and why? 
Corny answer but my favourite is always

the next one. I guess one of the tattoos

people mention to me the most is the

poker chest piece. That was all about

perspective. It took a lot of working out

as we used around 10 different bits of

reference for it. There was a lot of

moving, re-sizing and swapping stuff

round.

Finish this sentence: 
Nigel Kurt is… 
late ... as usual. 

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Nigel Kurt
Funhouse Tattoo
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